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THE LANCET.

LONDON : SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1864.

1HE AD EUNDEM LICENCE OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS.

As might have been anticipated, the proposal to admit

surgeons in general practice ad eundem to the licence of the
College of Physicians has excited considerable attention. The

numerous letters we have published on the subject would seem
- almost to have exhausted it. At all events they express the

- opinions of most of the parties immediately interested. As

yet, however, the authorities in Pall-mall have made no sign.
It has been stated that in their present mood they have no

disposition to view the matter favourably. Still, the progress
of opinion and circumstances may have the effect of modifying
their intentions. Now let us look at the position of the

" general practitioner" previous to the passing of the Act of
1815. No examination whatever was required to entitle a man
to practise, and few of those who did so possessed the honorary
diploma of the College of Surgeons. In 1S12 was formed the

Association of Apothecaries and Surgeons. This Association

had its origin in the very unsatisfactory status of the general
practitioners of that period. There was in reality no test of
,the qualifications of those who entered the field of practice.
This was felt to be a real grievance by those gentlemen who
had become members of the Royal College of Surgeons, but
who in reality practised as apothecaries. The chairman of this

Association was, singularly enough, the father of the present
president of the Medical Council. Mr. MANN BURROWS con-

ducted the proceedings of this Association with admirable skill
and perseverance. He applied first to the College of Physicians
to institute an examination for candidates for general practice.
This application was peremptorily rejected, the ground of re-
jection being that it was beneath the dignity of the College to
entertain it. A similar appeal to the College of Surgeons met
with the same result.

In some respects these failures may be regarded as propitious
to the interests of what was then termed the "lower grade,"
as there can be no doubt that either of the Colleges named, in
the then state of opinion, would have so framed its regula-
tions as to keep down the education of the general practitioner
to the lowest possible point. Under the above circumstances

the sole and entire power of regulating the education of the
general practitioner was placed in the hands of the Society of
Apothecaries. This was so far beneficial that, even in the

very earliest years of the Act, efforts were made by the Society
-to elevate their members and licentiates to a position befitting
the very important part they had to fulfil in society. It would

be unjust to the ruling powers of Apothecaries’ Hall not

to acknowledge that they have discharged their trust with
faithfulness, vigour, and success. Whilst the Colleges re-
mained passive, the Society was in active progress; and all
improvements in medical education may be traced to the vis a
tergo which the Society originated and maintained. That it did
not always exercise its power with judgment and forbearance
was due more to its anomalous position than to its instincts
and its interests. The real and serious drawback under whiel

it laboured was its association with the sale of drugs. This has

always been a source of discontent to its licentiates. As more

enlightened principles began to dawn upon the minds of the
rulers of the College of Physicians, the conviction that they
had made a great mistake in refusing to superintend the edu-
cation of the general practitioner became stronger. The College
remained for many years in a state, as it were, of continuous

hybernation, and only showed symptoms of vitality by the
exercise of acts of petty tyranny and feeble assaults on pro-
fessional progress. Defeated ignominiously upon many occa-
sions which have now become matters of history, the College
retired into its " dignified" and useless obscurity. Better days
came: the College, anxious to retrieve the errors it had com-
mitted in 1815, attempted, some few years since, to form with
the College of Surgeons a joint examination of candidates in-
tended for the pursuit of general practice. Unfortunately, the
ill-advised corporation in Lincoln’s-inn- fields rejected this offer

t of union. Smarting under the rejection of a measure which
; might really be regarded as beneficial and liberal, the College

of Physicians instituted a third grade of members, who were
f to be denominated " licentiates," and who were to pass an
i examination in medicine, surgery, and the collateral sciences,
Tto fit them to practise generally. Hitherto the experiment
e has not been so successful as was anticipated.

It is in the power of the authorities of the College in
Pall-mall at the present moment not only to retrieve errors
committed in the past, but to place themselves in a position
which will, under proper management, make them the most

important medical body in the kingdom. An offer is made to

them such as rarely falls to the lot of any corporation. They
are asked to incorporate with their licentiates a body of gentle-
men highly educated, and with whom an association would
be honourable. Let us examine the claims of the memorialists

to consideration. The licence of the College would confer upon
them no powers ; they already possess, under Acts of Parlia-
ment, all the privileges which are necessary for their appoint-
ment to the public service and for their legal status in society.
It is highly creditable to them that they rest their claim to the
consideration of the College upon merely professional grounds.
They desire to elevate all medical practitioners to a professional
status-to separate them from a necessary connexion with a

trading body. This is a worthy and noble object. What are,

then, the real objections 
which have been urged ? They may

be readily enumerated. The first objection comes from the

College itself. It must refuse the ad eundem licence on the

ground, as some say, that the privilege sought would be prospec’
tive ; in other words, that for the future anyone possessed of
the licence of the Society of Apothecaries, or of some other
medical body, and of a diploma from a College of Surgeons,
would be entitled without examination to be incorporated
with the College of Physicians. Now this, the only serious
ground of objection which has been urged, is founded on a mis-
conception. The memorialists have expressly defined the limit
of the act of grace : it is for the present and not for the future
surgeons and apothecaries that they very properly ask an

ad eundem incorporation. The licentiates of the College object
that, as they have passed an examination in accordance with
L prescribed rules, it would be unjust to them to place men in
their position who have not fulfilled this obligation. But how

5 could they possibly be injured in the matter ? This is a ques-
i tion which we are certainly not in a position to answer. It is
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idle in this stage of the proceedings to inquire to what, if tical tables in the Report, giving a general view of the amount
any, innovations such an act of grace might lead. It must be of lunacy in the country, indicate that the frequency of its
placed upon its specific merits or ignored entirely, occurrence in different districts is materially affected by various
What does the other side present for our consideration ? An influences, the nature and operation of which it is not easy to

elevation of the position of a surgeon in general practice, not determine. It might be priori expected that the proportion
necessary to him for augmenting any’ legal or civil rights which of newly occurring cases would be highest in the large centres
Jhe possesses. He asks simply association with the College, of population, where life is most active, and the wear and tear
which would possibly have the effect of disconnecting him from of the nervous system from overwork, dissipation, and the ex-
a trading body, and to the College itself would give such an citement of the moral and intellectual powers and animal pro-

importance and power as would place it foremost amongst the pensities, are greatest. But this theoretical view is not alto-

medical institutions of the kingdom. The granting of the gether borne out by the data afforded to the Commissioners.
ad eundem licence, by incorporating a vast number of intelli- The number of private patients annually brought under

gent and properly educated practitioners, would induce future cognizance is, in round numbers, about one-third that of pauper
candidates to present themselves at the College in Pall-mall, patients. The recoveries and deaths are nearly in the same
rather than at the warehouse in Blackfriars. These are the proportion, but the removals from asylums of unrecovered

considerations which are urged upon the attention of the College patients are proportionally much higher in the former category
of Physicians. They are not without weight; and if the than in the latter. It would appear, accordingly, that it is

College authorities are disposed to take a statesmanlike view of principally by the removal from the knowledge of the Com-
-the "situation," it is not difficult to prognosticate the result. If missioners of unrecovered private patients that the numbers of
they are deaf to the teaching of experience, any appeal to this class of the insane remain so nearly stationary in the
their judgment will be useless. The sybil with the books registers. In the previous Report, it was shown that the pre-
might afford them a useful lesson. ponderating number of female pauper lunatics was owing not

. 
so much to a greater predisposition of the female sex to insanity
as to the larger source from which the supply of pauper lunatics

THE Sixth Annual Report of the General Board of Com- is derived. The table at page 10 of the present Report
missioners in Lunacy for Scotland has just been issued, and corroborates this view of the question.
contains much interesting and important matter relative to The Commissioners state that they have from time to time
the condition and management of the insane and asylums for experienced considerable difficulty in removing to asylums
lunatics in the north of our island. From it we learn that the pauper lunatics unfit to be patients in private dwellings, from
total number of the insane in Scotland officially known on the the hesitation of parochial medical officers to grant the neces-
1st of January, 1863, was 6327. In former reports it was shown sary certificates of insanity. This hesitation is thought by the
-that the officially known amount is exclusive of nearly 2000 authorities to arise " more generally from an imperfect know-
lunatics who are resident in private dwellings and maintained ledge of insanity, and an incorrect appreciation by these officers
from private resources, and over whom, as at present, no sta- of their duties, than from any wish improperly to impede the
tutory control is exercised. The growth of pauper lunacy, removal of the patients."
which during I860 and 1861 was notably less than in previous The cases given by the Commissioners in illustration of this
years, seems in 1862 to have received a check. The falling off opinion would certainly appear to warrant their conclusion,
in the numbers of the reported pauper lunatics cannot, how- but we must not forget the growing dislike there is to "certify"
ever, be taken as absolute proof of a decrease in the occurrence under the very precarious protection afforded by the law to
of insanity amongst the indigent classes, for the cause may the medical practitioner. We ourselves know several persons

possibly lie in the omission of inspectors of the poor to make who now positively refuse to certify under any condition. For

correct statutory returns. There would appear to be, according this the public have themselves to thank.
to the Report above-mentioned, a disinclination amongst the in- Doubts were expressed in former reports as to the propriety
spectors to report to the Commissioners cases of lunacy which of placing together in overgrown establishments large numbers
do not appear to them to involve the necessity for asylum of insane patients, and detaining them, almost as a matter of
treatment. Hence many persons affected with idiocy or de- course, after their maladies had assumed a chronic form, and
mentia are treated as ordinary paupers, and accordingly are not no danger was to be apprehended to themselves or others.
brought under proper cognizance. In cases of a character in The Commissioners continue of the same opinion. Such aggre-
which removal to an asylum is more decidedly indicated, means gation may no doubt facilitate the disposal of patients who
are occasionally taken to afford the patients parochial relief cannot without risk be left in private dwellings, or whose

without registering them as paupers. It is difficult to estimate maladies are such as to make their proper treatment by un-

precisely the amount of error which should be ascribed to these skilled persons difficult, if not altogether impossible. But, on

causes; but it may be regarded as sufficient to warn us against the other hand, the association of large numbers of demented
adopting too hasty conclusions as to the diminution of insanity patients can scarcely fail to exercise a deteriorating influence
amongst the poor. In the first two or three years after the on the whole assemblage, by sacrificing in a great degree
passing of the Lunacy Act, the apparent number of new cases whatever good effects companionship with the sane is calcu-

was fallaciously increased by the intimation that many paupers, lated to produce. It is difficult to imagine, say the Com-
although insane for many years, had remained unreported until missioners, any sight more depressing than that of asylum
they came under the notice of the Visiting Commissioners; hence galleries and airing-courts crowded with fatuous patients, who,
some time must necessarily elapse before the average growth regarded, not only as incurable, but as almost beyond the in-
’of pauper lunacy can be correctly ascertained. Certain statis- fluence of palliative treatment, are left to drag out a dreary
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and monotonous existence. The larger the establishment, the
more likely is this condition to be found. The very number

of the patients renders it difficult for the superintendent to
deal with them individually; and as the means of employment
which an asylum commands are commonly too small for general
active operation, it frequently happens that those patients
only are employed who can do the most efficient work with
the least amount of supervision. At the same time, there is
no doubt that, with proper surveillance and extensive and
varied means of occupation, the number of patients in asylums
actively and appropriately employed might be increased far
beyond the point which has been attained in most of our
public institutions for the insane.

AT page 105 we print a short abstract of the Government
Assurance Annuities Bill, which has received the Royal
assent. Its provisions will be carried out in connexion with
the Post Office savings banks. Though the Bill makes no

mention of the mode in which lives will be selected for

assurance or rejected, it must be clear to all acquainted
with the question that the success or failure of the enactment
must mainly depend on the reports of the medical referees who
may be appointed. Mr. GLADSTONE, in his place in Parliament,
undertook to show that the value of the lives of the poor might
be determined with little difficulty. We demonstrated the

fallacy of his views in a late number of THE LANCET. For the

Government scheme to succeed, it is essential that there should
be a complete system of medical examination and supervision,
such as obtains in all properly regulated life assurance offices.
In the first instance, the proposed assurer should obtain a cer-
tificate either from his own medical attendant or from the

Poor-law surgeon of the district in which he resides. This

report would necessarily furnish the most important informa-
tion respecting the constitution, habits, and eligibility of the
person whose life is proposed to be insured. Then in each

county or district it would be desirable that the Government
should have a medical examiner, to whom all cases should be
referred. To carry out the scheme effectually, there should be
a medical commissioner, whose duty would be somewhat

similar to that of the Registrar-General-in carrying out to
completeness the details and results of the system. This re-

sponsible office should be filled by a gentleman well acquainted
with the statistics of life assurance in all its departments,
and who has had large experience of the condition and diseases
of the working classes. Indeed the Bill provides for the appoint-
ment of such an officer, and it behoves the Government to make
a selection that shall secure the approbation of the public and
the profession.

Medical Annotations.
"Ne quid nimis."

COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS IN THE ARMY
MEDICAL SERVICE.

SIR CHAS. WOOD alleged, on Tuesday night last in the House
of Commons, that competitive examinations for the Army
Medical Service had entirely failed; and has introduced
an India Medical Service Bill which would do away with

competitive examinations. We do not hesitate to declare that

Sir Charles Wood has been completely misinformed on thissub-
ject, and has entirely misled the House. It will be necessary
for him to state what he means by the complete failure of the
competitive examinations for the Army Medical Service. It
will then be apparent that they have fully succeeded. They
succeeded in supplying- during the first years of their esta-

blishment, and under the directorship of Mr. Alexander, a
full, continuous, and increasing stream of high-class candidates.
They succeeded in furnishing to the army a supply of men of-
precisely the quality and stamp that were wanted-men fit
to be entrusted with the sole responsibility of the health and
lives of men and officers. Presently, when, by tampering with
the Warrant of 1858 for the English army, by four years’ delay
in applying the Queen’s Warrant to the Indian army, the
Government had rendered the Army Medical Service so un-
popular that few men-except those who were hopeless, help.
less, and ill.educated-would enter the service, the exami-
nations were successful in passing through all who were at all
competent persons; and were also successful in keeping back
certain persons who manifested the grossest ignorance and
most dangerous incapacity, but who otherwise would have
been admitted into the service, since they were legally quali-
fied-men who proposed to plunge a trocar into the breast of
a suckling woman; who could not apply a splint; who operated
on the dead body so unskilfully that had the subject been living
they must have killed him on the spot. The examinations have
been highly successful; and Sir Charles Wood could not have con-
sulted either the civil profession or the Army Medical Service,
much less the examiners themselves, before he made the statement
of their complete failure. They have only been a little too suc-
cessful for the Government: they have interposed a check on
the proceedings of the Horse Guards by affording an index of
the depression in the quality and the number of the candidates
which the uniform harshness, morg1le, and injustice of that
department hare caused. They propose, then, to do away with
competitive examinations; to destroy the index and silence the
tell-tale.
An attempt was made to induce the General Medical Council

to disapprove of these competitive examinations by working
! upon the pride of the corporations, who were told that these
. secondary examinations were offensive to their dignity. But

; after inquiring a little into the working of the matter, and
, seeing how essential they were in passing through all fit appli-
, 

cants, and only filtering off a sediment of so coarse a quality as
would shame the service and peril the welfare of the soldiers,

’ the Council decided unanimously in favour of them. What, then,
can Sir Charles Wood mean by declaring that the examinations
have failed ? He cannot mean that they have been unfairly
conducted, or too stringent, or that they have failed to distin-

. 

guish the good from the bad. No one doubts that they furnish,
in the case of medical officers, a fair and perfect test of merit
and fitness at the time of entering the service. He means that
the military authorities are shifting on to this useful part of the
machinery the blame which is, in fact, entirely and solely due

. 
to their arbitrary proceedings, and to the insufficient inducement
which the medical service of the army offers. Like bad con-

ductors, they want to smash the index. It is no doubt an in.

genious device to cover the injury which they have done and
are doing to the army; but it can only serve to increase the
defect in the quality of the candidates, and to damage the effi-
ciency of the service by admitting indiscriminately those
whom the competitive examinations would have rejected, and
such as were utterly inefficient. If the House of Commons
would take the trouble to investigate the question at all, we
feel assured that it would never consent to abolish competitive

t examinations for the Army Medical Department. Mr. Long-
’ field and Mr. Hennessy have rendered a public service in offer-
ii3g a spirited opposition to the progress of the India Medical

Service Bill in its present form; and we hope that Mr. Hen-
; nessy will further master the details of the question, which


